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Stay informed! Subscribe to our newsletter: 

curtec.com/newsletter

Plastic drums and containers with screw lid closure

for pharmaceuticals, specialty chemicals and food ingredients

Allows you to:

•	 Reduce	risks,	increase	product	safety	

•	 Lower	your	operational	costs

•	 Increase	your	company’s	profit

•	 Boost	customer	and	employee	satisfaction

•	 Improve	your	company’s	image

High performance 
packaging
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Read the full article: 

curtec.com/replace-fibre-drums

Opening,	closing	or	moving	fibre	drums	can	cause	the	release	of	fibre	shreds	

due	to	friction.	Contamination	of	your	valuable	goods	can	be	a	result.	Fibre	

drums	 offer	 poor	 resistance	 to	 water	 and	 steam.	 Moisture	 vapour	 also	

weakens	the	drum,	making	it	prone	to	damage.

Fortunately	there	is	a	great	alternative:	plastic.	It	is	safe	for	your	product	and	

staff,	clean	and	efficient	to	use.	Even	though	the	initial	investment	in	plastic	

packaging	 can	be	higher,	 in	 the	 long	 term	your	 total	 supply	 chain	 cost	will	

decrease.

Does your company use fibre drums to pack valuable 
products? This type of packaging material often suits 
its purpose, but in certain situations it can also entail 
various risks.
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Read the full business case:

curtec.com/isochem

‘CurTec	 drums	 and	 containers	 are	 particularly	 robust’	 explains	 purchasing	

director	Christophe	Saboureau.	‘On	average,	our	packagings	are	handled	at	

least	16	times	before	reaching	their	final	destination.	The	risk	of	damage	is	

very	real.	Sometimes	bag-in-boxes	and	fibre	drums	get	damaged	when	the	

forks	of	a	forklift	truck	tear	open	the	packaging.	We	can	prevent	that	kind	of	

product	loss	by	using	CurTec	drums	and	containers.’

Isochem have been using CurTec drums for packing active 
pharmaceutical ingredients for more than 20 years now and 
are very satisfied users. We interviewed Isochem to find out 
why they and their customers favour CurTec packaging.
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Discover all the benefits of Click Pack: 

curtec.com/click-pack

Plastic container with screw lid closure

for pharmaceuticals, specialty chemicals and food ingredients

Allows you to:

•	 Reduce	handling	time

•	 Lower	cost	of	storing	and	shipping	empty	packaging

•	 Protect	your	valuable	products	against	moisture,	tampering	and	

contamination

click Pack
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See who endorsed us:

curtec.com/pharma

Today	 CurTec	 drums	 and	 containers	 can	 be	 found	 in	 almost	 every	

pharmaceutical	warehouse	 in	 the	world.	Whether	 acquired	directly	or	 via	

delivery	from	other	pharma	companies,	many	pharmaceutical	manufacturers	

rely	on	the	safety,	security	and	cleanliness	of	our	packaging	products.

CurTec	 adds	 value	 to	 the	 supply	 chain	 of	 companies	 producing	 active	

ingredients,	excipients	and	solid	dosage	forms	such	as	tablets	and	capsules.	

We	not	only	supply	off-the-shelf	packaging	but	also	custom	design	packaging	

solutions.	Sustainable	solutions	that	increase	your	customer’s	satisfaction	and	

allow cost reduction.

CurTec has close ties with the pharmaceutical industry. Ever 
since the first pharma company decided to use our plastic 
drums to ship their high-value products, it has been our 
challenge to provide the best possible packaging solution and 
first class service to the industry. And that strategy paid off.
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Discover all the benefits of Wide neck drums: 

curtec.com/wide-neck-drums

Plastic drums with screw lid closure

for pharmaceuticals, specialty chemicals and food ingredients

Allows you to:

•	 Protect	your	valuable	products	against	moisture,	tampering	and	

contamination

•	 Avoid	damage	by	safeguarding	the	shipment	of	your	hazardous	solids

•	 Reduce	your	carbon	footprint

Wide neck drums
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Read the full business case:

curtec.com/synthon

Pharmaceuticals	 manufacturer	 Synthon	 started	 to	 use	 packaging	 made	 by	

CurTec	 some	 years	 ago.	 Derk	 Sanders,	 Director	 of	 Technology	 &	 GMP	

Implementation,	told	us	how	recognisable	the	20	litre	wide	neck	drum	already	

was	for	their	customers.	This	was	made	possible	by	its	distinctive	shape	and	

the	screw	lid	in	the	familiar	Synthon	company	colour.	‘The	container	gave	our	

products	a	face’,	said	Derk.

‘Furthermore,	we	were	extremely	satisfied	with	the	quality	of	the	container.	

It	had	the	right	wall	thickness,	was	sturdy	and	did	not	affect	the	stability	of	our	

tablets	and	capsules	over	the	long	term.’

Synthon was looking for a new high-quality package for its 
tablets and capsules. CurTec developed custom packaging 
that is not only easier to use and recognise but which was 
also able to reduce supply chain costs.
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Discover all the benefits of Nestable drums:

curtec.com/nestable-drums

Plastic drums with screw lid closure

for pharmaceuticals, specialty chemicals and food ingredients

High	 volume	packaging	 allows	 you	 to	maximise	 your	 shipping	 volume	 and	

reduce transport weight which results in fewer CO2 emissions and other 

environmental	pollutants.	Nestable	packaging	can	help	lower	your	transport	

costs	by	30%.

nestable drums
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See some recent examples of custom designed  

pharma packaging

curtec.com/custom-design

Does	 your	 product	 require	 a	 special	 barrier?	Or	 do	 you	wish	 to	 improve	

palletisation,	handling	and	storage?	Colour	and	shape	of	the	packaging	have	

to	correspond	with	your	house	style?

Sometimes	we	can	offer	a	suitable	solution	by	slightly	modifying	a	standard	product.	

But	other	times	we	need	to	go	a	step	further	to	provide	the	right	solution.

CurTec	 offers	 the	 possibility	 to	 custom	 design	 packaging	 at	 relatively	 low	

quantities	which	perfectly	fits	your	needs	and	adds	value	to	your	supply	chain.

Custom designed packaging offers added value to your 
supply chain. CurTec can design packaging that fits your 
exact needs, helps you to lower tour operational costs 
and increase your profit.
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Discover all the benefits of Packo:

curtec.com/packo

Plastic	small	volume	container	with	screw	lid	closure

for pharmaceuticals, specialty chemicals and food ingredients

Allows you to:

•	 Offer	your	sample	shipments	the	same	security	as	bulk	shipments

•	 Avoid	damage	by	safeguarding	the	shipment	of	your	hazardous	solids

•	 Reduce	handling	time

•	 Comply	with	food	safety	legislation

Packo



curtec international

Spoorlaan	Noord	92

5121	WX	RIJEN

The	Netherlands

UK	&	Ireland:	+44	20	3514	4624

North	America:	+1	908	450	9816

All	other	countries:	+31	88	808	2052

curtec.en@curtec.com

curtec.com


